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The project
The project philosophy

THE PROJECT
PHILOSOPHY
Future DiverCities is an international cooperation project which will build and support new networks and new
communities, able to generate diverse models of diffusion and explore new pathways of experimentation
and creativity, whilst establishing innovative models of
co-creation, co-production, co-curation, audience development and remuneration for independent creators.

In music for example,
the independent labels
represent 80% of the
sector’s job, 90% of the
added value generated,
as well as 80%
of investment in new
creative jobs.

Europe has an opportunity to construct an alternative
ecosystem so as to be seen not only as a marketplace
but also as a single, cohesive and collaborative territory,
a human space where creative values build a collective
culture and new creative economies by fostering cultural
entrepreneurship and economic diversity. In this way Europe can further become a genuine community, in a social, economic, technological and creative sense, with it’s
own distinct identity.
Smaller actors, such as independent and emerging
/1&010Ǿ/""+ ,2+1"/&+$+2*"/,20+!!&ƛ& 2)1 %))"+ges in providing meaningful access to their work, increasing their visibility and developing new audiences. An
example of a solution to these challenges is the discovery and release of the most innovative artists,
independent creators, which plays a key role in the evolution of the cultural landscape.
Independent artistic producers have faced several years
of change within the cultural and creative economies,
particularly as a result of economic downturn, the resultant drop in public commissioning and the increase in
market presence of some of the key intermediary players
and their dominance in certain sectors.

source : www.impalamusic.org
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The project
Context

CONTEXT
Societies are constantly changing and evolving,
seeking new models for co-living, identity building,
place shaping and sharing with other societies.
The city is rapidly becoming a complex and culturally diverse mix of interconnected communities.
These diverse communities are both geographic
communities and also communities of interest,
which exist at a local, national, international
and virtual level, forming Europe’s core.

With advances in technology and communication,
creative production can spread beyond borders, leading
to transnational collaborations, the development of new
co-production systems and dispersed audiences.
%" Ɯ")! ,# /1 +! 2)12/" &0 *,3&+$ 1,4/!  *,/"
sustainable form for collaborative processes and productions, with the vision to create a diverse and genuine
biotope for creativity. This challenges the way we work
in intercultural co-existences. Art and culture can ope/1"4&1%&+&+1"/!&0 &-)&+/6Ɯ")!0Ǿ4%"/"1%"+""!0+!
challenges of citizens are discussed and developed into
innovative solutions.
A fragmented and highly complex landscape cannot keep
pace with the challenges of a changing urban and media
environment by maintaining old structures. Museums,
libraries, galleries and other cultural establishments need
to expand to become places for dynamic exploration and
research by involving citizens as active protagonists.
The artist no longer works as a single genius but faces the
%))"+$" ,# Ɯ+!&+$ /"1&3" 0,)21&,+0 4&1%&+ ,2/ ,*plex urban environments. There is an opportunity to be at
the forefront of enabling dialogues between citizens, the
private sector, the public space, and cultural production.
Bringing citizens into the heart of the artistic process and
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,-"+&+$ 2- /1 +! 2)12/" 1, &+1"/!&0 &-)&+/6 Ɯ")!0Ǿ
02 % 0 */("1&+$Ǿ 0 &"+1&Ɯ  /"0"/ % +! 1%" !&$&1)
4,/)!Ǿ)0,/&+$01,$"1%"/!&ƛ"/"+1 1,/0#,/1%"#212/"
development of our cities.
Future DiverCities is a coalition of operators and art
and culture institutions with unique and complementary
competencies, that will support the co-creation of new
Ɯ")!0,# 2)12/)-/,!2 1&,+20&+$&+1"/ 2)12/) ,)),ration, in a socio-cultural and digital context, while fostering a creative economy.
We see art and culture as a tool for challenging preconceptions and assumptions about communities, enabling
&1&7"+0 1, 0"" 1%&+$0 &+  !&ƛ"/"+1 46Ǿ 02--,/1&+$ 1%"
development of stronger communities and contributing
to the concept of happy cities.

The project
Objectives and outcomes

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT
Half of the world’s population live in cities. The city is the
experimental zone for creative economies, social change
and cultural innovation. Cities are the best places for the
emergence of artists.
At its core, Future DiverCities will explore the future
sustainability of art and creativity within cities and urban spaces of Europe and beyond. We will engage the
rich diversity of our citizens and cultures whilst bringing
together a European network of creators who will encourage creativity and innovation, develop emerging talent
and assist in the creation, distribution and monetisation
of artistic and creative works.
We will create an economically, socially and artistically
sustainable ecosystem for creativity and art and music
production across Europe and beyond. We will create the
greatest possible structure for high quality and diverse
cultural production.
Our focus is on music, performance/street art and digital/
electronic art, explored through a series of co-created, cocurated and co-produced laboratories and conferences,
bringing together experienced cultural players and creative organisations from Bristol, Bergen, St. Etienne, Aix en
Provence, Zagreb, Liepaja, Cornella, Berlin and Kuopio. In
!!&1&,+4")0,%3"1%""+"Ɯ1,#%*/")+ %"
#/,* 2"" Ǿ 0-" &)&0&+$ &+ 1%" Ɯ")! ,# 3&02) /10 +!
bringing an international dimension to the mix.
This network of experts are all specialists in their own
Ɯ")!0Ǿ 4%"1%"/ &1 " ,**2+&16 "+$$"*"+1Ǿ 2!&"+ "
development, art, technology or combinations of several.
Like the various European countries that we reside in, we
/"/"))3"/6!&ƛ"/"+1+! ,+0".2"+1)6/&+$0,*"1%&+$
unique to the mix. Together we form a collaboration that
is greater than the sum of its parts.

OBJECTIVES
Through a collaborative process of sharing skills,
knowledge transfer, citizen engagement and artist, audience and community development, Future DiverCities
%0Ɯ3"-/" &0",'" 1&3"0ǿ
1. Create a collaborative platform for the sharing and
circulation of knowledge and emerging, innovative and
collaborative art across Europe and beyond;
2. Develop a new economic model to support creation,
distribution and monetisation of artworks which will
challenge traditional value chains;
3. Create a cohort of artists able to develop and engage
a wide range of new and diverse audiences across
the world;
4. Create new ways for art to engage and stimulate
audiences by developing knowledge of the potential of
digital tools and platforms to engage audiences, whilst
also encouraging positive social change and building
social capital;
5. Intensify the European and international development of the partners’ activities.
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The project
Objectives and outcomes

LONG-TERM
OUTCOMES
Our network will act as an incubator for cultural innovation and new practices in creativity by stimulating risk
taking through the creation of artworks in challenging
&/ 2*01+ "0ǽ"4&))ǿ
1. Create an ecosystem that will support a sustainable
creative economy
2. Strengthen connections between citizens, communities and art
3. Build and develop new audiences across the world,
engaging them both as art-consumers and co-creators
of art works
4. Increase artists’ and professionals’ mobility and the
internationalisation of their careers
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The actors of the project
A Complementary Partnership

A COMPLEMENTARY PARTNERSHIP
United in the strong belief that we can all
achieve so much more by working collectively
and collaboratively, we embrace our collective
diversity as a means of encouraging international dialogue to share and shape experiences
and ideas.
 % ,/$+&01&,+ ,ƛ"/0 !&ƛ"/"+1 -"/0-" 1&3"0 &+ 1"/*0
of art, creativity, engagement and culture and represent
!&ƛ"/"+1-,)&1& )Ǿ0, &)+!" ,+,*&  ,+1"510ǽ
The partners share complementaries competences and
know-how.
The Future DiverCities concept has been developing for
more than two years, with several full partner meetings
already taking place in the UK, France and Germany.
Through the coming together of key players from each
of the partners we have created a shared and common
-2/-,0"4%& %&0/"Ɲ" 1"!&+,2/,'" 1&3"0ǽ))*"*"/0
of the partner organisations have invested time into building relationships whilst simultaneously challenging
each other’s ideas. This has led to a deep and strong trust
between all the actors in Future DiverCities..
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ˍ 2 years of preparation
ˍ 5 development meetings
ˍ 15 brains to share ideas
ˍ a large network of skills

BUSINESS MODELS
ARTISTIC CREATION
DIGITAL TOOLS
AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT
RESEARCH & ACADEMICS

SUPERACT
Exeter - UK
Since 2006, Superact is a UK based
+,1Ȓ#,/Ȓ-/,Ɯ120&+$/10+!*20& 1,
engage disadvantaged and disenfranchised communities at a local level in
order to achieve positive social impact
within the areas of health & well-being,
employability & skills development
and community development.
Superact’s interventions, delivered across the
UK, in Europe and beyond, creatively empower
individuals, improve lives and strengthen
communities through the use of participatory
arts based practice which helps to build self
esteem, improve communication skills and
2&)! ,+Ɯ!"+ "ǽ 2-"/ 1 1/&+0 /1&010 1,
work in challenging community settings,
such as prisons, residential care homes and
hospitals, enabling them to engage with new
audiences in new communities.
Ensuring artists have the tools to develop a
sustainable career is one of the key areas of
impact for Superact. Providing training that
enables a broad range of artists to use their
artform in a wider context, enabling them to

THE ROLE IN THE PROJECT
ș Lead the project and the management
ș Lead the audience development strategy
ș Work on the audience engagement
through the laboratories

have a more sustainable career. with Exeter
University in the United Kingdom, Superact
%0 )0, !"3"),-"! "0-,(" .2)&Ɯ 1&,+0
that are delivered through participatory arts
-/,$/**"0ǽ%"0".2)&Ɯ 1&,+0!"3"),-"*-),6&)&160(&))0+!/"-/1& 2)/)6"ƛ" 1&3"
with those who have low self esteem and are
,ƞ"+,+1%"*/$&+0,#,2/0, &"16ǽ
,*&+&+$ /"1&3"Ɲ"5&&)&16Ǿ"5-"/&"+ "!/10
*+$"*"+101ƛ+!+"51"+0&3"/,01"/,#
professional artists, Superact has a proven
track record of delivering projects that have
0&$+&Ɯ +10, &)&*- 11%,*"+!/,!ǽ

EXISTING AUDIENCE
10,000 people
39 professional networks

#inspirational #professional #opportunity
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#collaborative

1D LAB
Saint-Étienne - FR
1D Lab ( standing for “Independant
Lab” ) is a french cooperative society of
collective interest ( a dedicated status
for social and solidarity economical
and innovating projects ) gathering 35
stakeholders who share the € 168,300
capital. Its team includes 22 perma+"+1 ,)),/1,/0&+Ǘ,ƛ& "0&+&+1Ȓ
Etienne and Paris.
1D Lab aims at developing, through digital
environments, new ecosystems and remunerations for cultural independant contents. Its
Ɲ$ -/,'" 1 &0 ǖ 1,2 %Ǿ 1%" Ɯ/01 4,/)!4&!"
fair streaming platform dedicated to a multicontent experience ( music, videogames,
comics, videos ). This tool is the cornerstone
of 1D Lab’s innovative business model ( the
territorial creative contribution ) where third
parties are the sole clients instead of users.
They improve thus their services and users
can discover in innovative ways new artists
for free. 1D Lab’s business model allow a fair
remuneration to artists ( up to hundred times
more than classical market services such as
Youtube, Deezer or Spotify ).

THE ROLE IN THE PROJECT
ș Develop the collaborative transmedia
platform, in order to share and spread
cultural contents.
ș Work closely with each partner to
spread the innovative business model
at the european level.

First 1D touch’s clients are located in France
( in 150 places ) where 1D Lab has developed
and validated its proof of concept. The service
&0+,4$/,4&+$&+1"/+1&,+))6ǿ+"4 )&"+10/"
using 1D touch in Canada and in 90 countries
according to a partnership with Institut Français and its web service Culturethèque.
In addition 1D Lab is a national forum for
stimulating trough workshops and conferences a constructive dialogue around the issues
of the creative industries, such as audience
development, human and cultural mediation,
smart data, alternative economic models and
collaborative working.

EXISTING AUDIENCE
45,000 people
(30,000 members of 1D touch streaming platform, 15,000 visitors for the
exhibition Réserve déboussolée)
7 professional related networks

#alternativemodels #socialentrepreneurship #designthinking #smartdata
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ANTI - CONTEMPORARY
ART FESTIVAL
Kuopio - FI

ANTI - Contemporary Art Festival is
an international festival annually
taking place in Kuopio, Finland. ANTI
-/"0"+10 0&1"Ȓ0-" &Ɯ  /14,/(0 *!"
for public spaces: live, performance,
sonic and visual arts on streets, in ofƜ "2&)!&+$0Ǿ-/(0Ǿ0%,--&+$ "+1/"0
and other privately owned sites. The
festival is a meeting place for artists
and audiences fascinated by how art
shapes and responds to the places and
spaces of everyday life.
In the year 2014, ANTI launched a unique, new
curation concept which means that, during
the next few years, the festival programme is
2/1"! &+ !""- ,)),/1&,+ 4&1% !&ƛ"/"+1
non-artistic partners. In September 2015,
the ANTI - Contemporary Art Festival was
run alongside the Kuopio Marathon, and the
festival artworks featured themes of running,
endurance and wellbeing.
ANTI Festival is a truly international festival.
Artists from countries such as Japan, Canada,

THE ROLE IN THE PROJECT
ș Artistic development and co-creation
though the laboratories

EXISTING AUDIENCE
10,000 people
8 professional related networks

USA and Mexico and several European countries have visited the festival. During the history
of the festival internationally acclaimed artists,
such as Kira O’Reilly and Rosie Dennis, have
created artworks for the festival. The festival
has also created opportunities for the Finnish
artists to develop their art in their home country and abroad. Since the year 2014, ANTI has
awarded ANTI Festival International Prize for
Live Art - the world’s only prize for an artists or
$/,2-4,/(&+$1%"Ɯ")!,#)&3"/1ǽ

#brave

#arrogant
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#plentiful

ȱ$&ƞ

BEK
Bergen - NO
BEK, Bergen Centre for Electronic
/10Ǿ &0  +,1Ȓ#,/Ȓ-/,Ɯ1 ,/$+&01&,+
for professional artists functioning as
a national resource centre for work
4&1%&+1%"Ɯ")!,#/10+!+"41" %nology.
4,/(04&1%,1%/1&01& +!0 &"+1&Ɯ /"search and development and puts into practice
an amount of mixed artistic projects. BEK also
practices an educational program that includes
courses, workshops, talks and presentations.
BEK is a space for art production, a service
-/,3&!"/+!+&+&1&1,/&+1%"/10ǽ,ƛ"/0
artists, producers and local institutions advice
and help to solve artistic and technical challenges and supports the distribution of knowledge
about technology and art. BEK actively support
the local art scene by initiating, producing and
-/"0"+1&+$ /1 -/,'" 10Ǿ +! 00&01 &+ Ɯ+!&+$
partners for exhibitions, concerts and art
events. Our local expertise can be an entrance
for international collaborators and creators,
and have been for many years.

THE ROLE IN THE PROJECT
ș Artistic development and co-creation
though the laboratories

EXISTING AUDIENCE
13,000 people
10 professional related networks

BEK helps to develop artistic practice that
involves the use of technology based solutions,
in collaboration with research communities
and art and cultural organizations. They encourage knowledge exchange, text production
and conversations related to art projects and
technological achievements in art. They lend
out technical equipment, project spaces and
editing facilities to artists. They also run their
own server and hosts several mailing lists and
web pages for cultural organizations, artists
and artistic projects. BEK have existed since
the year 2000, and is situated in the center of
Norway´s second biggest city, Bergen.

#electronicarts

#artcommunity #medialab
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#DIY

CITILAB
Cornella - ES
Since this project was born in 1997
and opened his physical site ten years
later on november 23th, Citilab has
been promoting activities as a center
for civic innovation, spreading the
Knowledge Society.
Their methods of work are basically design
thinking and user-centered creation. In Citilab,
the Internet is considered a way to innovate
more collaboratively integrating the citizen in
the core process.
Citilab is an experimental centre for social and
digital innovation and for the active dissemination of technological culture in Barcelona;
a pioneering experience for Europe aiming
to demonstrate the reach of innovative and
creative capacity from adequately equipped
citizens. CitiLab Exploits and spreads the digital
impact on creative thinking, design and innovation emerging from digital culture.

THE ROLE IN THE PROJECT
EXISTING AUDIENCE

ș Artistic development and co-creation
though the laboratories

10,000 people
5 professional related networks

#socialinnovation

ș Work on the involvement of the
audience / citizens on some Labs

#programming
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#computationalthinking

KONTEJNER
Zagreb - HR
Kontejner | bureau of Contemporary
Art Praxis is a Croatian NGO dedicated
to the critical questioning of the role
and meaning of art, science, technology and the body in contemporary
society through curatorial work, cross-sectoral networking, artistic productions, public manifestations and
theoretical contextualisation.
Since 2002, Kontejner has organised, produced,
disseminated and published over 100 transdisciplinary art projects in Europe, US and Asia.
Kontejner’s activity in the realm of progressive
hybrid cultural practices is directed towards
creating and sustaining critically potent and
audience responsive models of interaction
between contemporary art, science and
technology.
For the past 15 years, Kontejner has been an
&+Ɲ2"+1&)+!/" ,$+&7)" 1,/,#1%"2/,pean and international cultural scene - from
co-curating the largest new media events in
the world such as NAMOC triennial, Beijing and
Ars Electronica festival, Linz, to working directly
with European students at universities of Paris,
Kaunas, Lisbon and Macerata.

THE ROLE IN THE PROJECT
ș Artistic development and co-creation
though the laboratories

EXISTING AUDIENCE
13,000 people
10 professional related networks
Kontejner is strongly devoted to interconnecting geographically distant cultural circles
+! %0 0&$+&Ɯ +1 - &1&"0 #,/ ,-"/1&+$
in transnational cultural surroundings. As a
coordinator and project partner, Kontejner
402+1&)+,4-/1,#,3"/ǖǘǕ!&ƛ"/"+1), )
and international projects and initiatives of
!&ƛ"/"+10 )"ǽ

#edgy

#provocative

#exciting
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#challenging

LIEPAJA CITY COUNCIL
Liepaja - LV
Liepaja is the 3rd largest city in Latvia
and 10th largest one in the Baltic States.
Liepaja city with one of the most developed cultural life in Latvia established in 2014 new vision
for 2030. It is - “Liepaja is creative and active
city situated in the coast of sea, where people
live fully, get education, work and relax”. Now,
ƞ"/+6"/Ǿ&"-'&0,+",#1%")"!&+$ &1&"0
&+13&4%& %&*-)"*"+1+"416-",#" ,+,*6ǿ
creative economy.
1. Has established Creative Industry Cluster (the
Ɯ/01+!1%"1%",+)6,+" )201"/#,/ /"1&3"
industry development in Latvia). It’s virtual
creative industry cooperation platform with
members of creative entrepreneurship, freelancers, creative NGOs, education and research
institutions.
2. Has developed Creative Industry Center
Strategy which provides establishment system
and implementation structure of Creative
Industry Center.
3. &"-'*2+& &-)&16401%"Ɯ/01&+13&Ǿ
which made creative industry mapping and
produced creative industry magazine “Creative Coast”.
4. Has co organized the the international New
Media art festival ‘iWeek’ which encourages
and promotes discussions, cooperation and
the sharing of experience, knowledge and
various possibilities for creative expression.
The festival brings together students, emerging artists, new media art experts, art critics,
media art educators, researchers.
5. Improvised co-working space “D10 POP-UP”
40Ɯ/01,ƛ& "Ȓ 1&3&16&+13&&+
2015
6. Liepaja municipality and its experts are participating in 5 creative and cultural networks.
One of the best known is Balticlab, organized
by Council of the Baltic Sea States and Swedish Institute.

#wind

#music

THE ROLE IN THE PROJECT
ș Artistic development and co-creation
though one laboratorie
ș Identification and connection with
business partners though European
Hub Networks

EXISTING AUDIENCE
30,000 people
5 professional related networks

#vision
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#seaside

PUBLIC ART LAB
Berlin - DE
Public Art Lab (PAL) is a Berlin based
-)1#,/*,#"5-"/10#/,*1%"Ɯ")!0,#
urban planning, new media art and IT
in Berlin, directed by curator Susa Pop.
As an urban media platform for data visualisation, connecting cities and audience development, PAL implements artistic scenarios
engaging audiences in public space. Focusing
on urban media art, PAL explores the communicative potential of urban screens and media

THE ROLE IN THE PROJECT
ș Artistic development and co-creation
though the laboratories

facades as a means of citizen engagement.
PAL realises networking urban art projects that
catalyse artistic processes and public awareness in temporarily occupied urban settings.
They encourage audiences to participate in
the creative process and experience their daily
"+3&/,+*"+1#/,*!&ƛ"/"+1-"/0-" 1&3"0ǽ
PAL is always improving the way creative and
culture has a role to play in the future smartest city.

ș Create innovative interactions through
media facades
ș Lead the Evaluation and Research
Process

EXISTING AUDIENCE
20,000 people
5 professional related networks

#ecovative

#urban

#visionary
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#transdisciplinary

SECONDE NATURE
Aix En Provence - FR
Seconde Nature is a French not-forprofit organisation which organises
concerts, exhibitions, conferences
and festivals which promote digital
and electronic arts and provides an
international presentation platform
for creative labs showcasing artistic
creations in digital and trans-disciplinary arts.
Borned in 2007, Seconde Nature develops
0&+ ",/&$&+)&+&1&1&3"&+1%"Ɯ")!0,#/1&01& 
practice through digital art.
Principally, the association’s purpose, on a
local, national or international, dissemination, support for the creation, mediation and
training, and other action for the development
of electronic and digital art forms. In our area
of over 500m2 in the heart of the city, Second
Nature offers year-round concerts, exhibitions, performances, screenings, meetings,
workshops and hosts artists in residence.

THE ROLE IN THE PROJECT
ș Lead the artistic direction process
ș Artistic development and co-creation
though the laboratories
ș Work on the internationalisation of the
project through Canada

More generally, Second Nature has a multidisciplinary cultural project between electronic
music, sound art, visual arts and performing
arts. An initiative for the creation of technology platforms, which promotes the crossing
practices and public, discovering new writing
and new languages, and gives enjoy new aesthetic experiences. The association supports
throughout the year artists in realizing their
project and also deploys a cultural mediation
program received in connection with the
exhibitions.

#modernity

EXISTING AUDIENCE
26,000 people
5 professional related networks

#contemporary
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#innovation

#sincerity
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The project program
An innovative business model

AN INNOVATIVE
BUSINESS MODEL
+,/!"/1,"+02/"1%11%"-/,'" 1%002ƛ& &"+1/" %+!
a lasting impact, a digital platform will be built step by step
during the life of the project with a focus on both streaming
and collaboration.
This collaborative media platform will enable partner
events, creations and intellectual outputs to be shared in
an open source way.
In order to engage audiences, both the public and our
artistic partners, we will set up real interactions and
crowdsourcing spaces.
%"Ɯ/013"/0&,+4&))"0"12-#,/"-1"*"/ǗǕǖǛǾ/"!6
for the launch of our design Lab at our launch event in Aix
en Provence.
%" &+1"/+1&,+) +*" ,# 1%" -)1#,/* 4&)) " !"Ɯ+"!Ǿ
1/,2$%-/1& &-1&+$-/, "00Ǿƞ"/1%")2+ %"3"+1ǽ

0/"02)1,#1%"Ɯ/01
two years of the 1D
touch experiment,
the streaming platform
2//"+1)6,ƛ"/0,3"/
one million individual pieces of cultural
content, including:
Music tracks, Videos,
Video games

A TOOL TO GENERATE NEW INCOMES:
THE STREAMING PLATFORM
One of the main objectives of the project is restoring
the value of the artist. Art, particularly music, is facing
a major crisis as a consequence of digital users reshaping
the industry. The focus has moved away from ownership
,# ,+1"+11,4/!0Ɲ,4+! "00Ǿ*"+&+$1%"*',/&16

Ȋ1%"1,-ǖʢ ,2+1#,/ǜǜʢ,#))/1&01/" ,/!"!*20& &+ ,*"ȋț  Ǿț%11-ǿȡȡ444ǽ!&$&1)*20& +"40ǽ ,*ȡǗǕǖǙȡǕǘȡǕǚȡ1,-,+"-"/ "+1ȡȀ/ %ǗǕǖǙȜ
Ȋ"%3"1,$"1#&/"/!&01/&21&,+0601"*1%1*,1&31"0,2/&+!201/6Ǿ'201)&("&+1%"Ɯ)*&+!201/6ȋǾ&(",+$("Ǿ,# ȡ ,/!&+$1,1%",#+&3"/0)Ȋ1%"!Ȓ#2+!"!01/"*&+$*,!")
),+"0&*-)6 ++,1Ȋ0201&+ȋ1%"*20& 20&+"00+!&10/1&010ǽȋț%11-ǿȡȡ444ǽ*20& 20&+"004,/)!4&!"ǽ ,*ȡ4%6Ȓ2+&3"/0)Ȓ&0Ȓ),0&+$Ȓ-1&"+ "Ȓ4&1%Ȓ#/""*&2*Ȓ*20& ȡȀ/ %ǗǕǖǚȜ
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The project program
An innovative business model
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of the income is now generated by distribution platforms
and technical providers. In a competitive commercial world
the remuneration to artists has been drastically reduced
by a new globalised ecosystem.
We now have access to digital world supermarkets where
mainstream content is automatically proposed and
enhanced. Whilst we are not in a position to take on the
likes of Google, Amazon, Spotify or Apple, we will create
an alternative choice for the creator and the consumer.
Most of the digital distribution services created lately adopt
20&+"00*,!")04%& %"+"Ɯ1,+)6*,01/"+,4+"!/1&010ǽ
These services, and the associated business models, cause
collateral damage to the vast majority of creators and
companies, mainly small to medium enterprises (SMEs),
 1&+$&+1%"Ɯ")!,# 2)12/)$,,!0ǽ0+"5*-)"Ǿ0ȉ
collective market share has dropped from 40% to 26.7%
over the past few years, though they are responsible for
80% of new releases. Even major stakeholders call for a
#&/"/0601"*Ǿ/"Ɲ" 1&+$4,/)!4&!" ,+ "/+ǽ
To experiment with new economical models, a dedicated
streaming platform will be set up to allow access to
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creative content from European independent creators.
It will focus on music, digital art and street art within urban
cultures, enhancing the work of all the artists engaged
in creative processes in the partner cities as well as a
selection of artists who share the same values, territory
or cross-media attitude as the project.

HOW OUR BUSINESS MODEL WORKS?
Clients will be third parties such as libraries, city councils,
public transport companies, private companies, etc.,
4&0%&+$ 1, $&3" 1%"&/ 20"/0 +"4 +! !&3"/0&Ɯ"! 2)12/)
content as a part of their own business.
This will allow third parties to add to the value of their
services whilst improving their public image as a business
that cares about the independent creator, encouraging
customers who share those same values to promote the
business through word of mouth.
The innovative Business Model is based on 1D LAB’s
experience with its music platform, 1D TOUCH. It was
!"3"),-"!&+ǗǕǖǘƞ"/Ɯ/01#"0&&)&16012!6#, 20"!,+
the French market about the technological requirements
that were necessary for music display.

The project program
An innovative business model

As represented on the Figure above, 65% of revenues
will be given back to multimedia distributors or invested
&+ 2)12/) /"1&,+  ,/!&+$ 1, 1/+0-/"+1 /&1"/&ǿ
40% based on the number of plays (with mechanisms to
promote new content in the Business Model), 15% based
on the catalogue, and 10% saved on a solidarity fund to
Ɯ++ "&++,31&3" 2)12/)-/,'" 10ǽ

The Audacious Algorithms

35% is kept for 1D LAB, 15% of which is for research and
development purposes with the aim of continuously
improving the user experience.
%+(01,ǖǚǾǕǕǕ20"/0Ǿ&+1%"Ɯ/01ǖǝ*,+1%0,#"5-"/&mentation 1D Lab has been able to remunerate artists
a hundred times more than current mainstream
solutions, attesting the credibility of its Business Model.

In collaboration with the French Laboratoire Hubert Curien
in Saint Etienne, 1D Lab will work with a PhD student on
0-" &Ɯ )$,/&1%*0ǿ1%"2! &,20)$,/&1%*0ǽ

RESEARCH AND CURATION

ǖ4&)),ƛ"/*2)1&Ȓ /&1"/&/" ,**"+!1&,+)$,/&1%*
allowing users of the streaming platform to discover artists
related to their personal music tastes. These recommendations seek to audaciously expand users’ areas of musical
interest. This will stimulate their appetite for novelty and
the changing ways of consuming culture.

1D LAB’s team will continue to develop the research and
recommendation algorithms through partnerships with
laboratories and companies, to propose a worldwide
multimedia catalogue with the best possible curation.
The latter will be able to discover an original, multimedia
content, linked only by their own artistic tastes through
powerful research and recommendation algorithms. Most
of all, 1D LAB will allow creators throughout the world and
#/,*"3"/6Ɯ")!1,"/+#&//"*2+"/1&,+1%/,2$%,2/
Business Model.

We know most recommendation systems want to improve
the accuracy of their recommendations. We have seen that
recommendations that are too similar are not the most
useful to users. The user is trapped in a bubble where the
most popular items are recommended. We are trying to
introduce diversity in recommendations to improve the
quality of the recommendations. Based on a user or item
-/,Ɯ)"Ǿ4"),,(#,/+&1"*+,11,,0&*&)/+!)0,+,11,,
!&ƛ"/"+1ǽ+")"*"+1,# %+ " +)0,"&+1/,!2 "!1,
create serendipitous discoveries.
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2//" ,**"+!1&,+0601"*0%))%")-20"/0Ɯ+!/")"3+1
&1"*01%11%"64,2)!+,1Ɯ+!),+"ǽ"4+11,Ɯ+!1%"
elements the users will like and that will break monotonous
regularity. We will use text mining and domain ontology to
build our model.

Meta Tagging
With the ever changing nature of the internet, in both an
archival and social media context, meta tagging in projects that have technology and digital content in mind is
increasingly important. In Future DiverCities we are aware
of and working toward good meta tagging practice. All
digital content will be tagged according to a meta tagging
protocol, satisfying artistic, archival, practical and technical
requirements and will follow international standards.

Knowledge Platform
The Knowledge Platform is conceived as a database for
independent cultural content, providing a public platform
for the evolving creative research. All artists’ projects will be
documented there and furthermore all worldwide activities
will be collected and presented on this platform.

Virtual Mobility for the Artists
Using the streaming platform and tailored communication towards the target audience, artistic creation will
be enacted in a digital way, giving the possibility for the
/1-&" "0ȡ4,/(01,1/3")1%/,2$%1%"!&ƛ"/"+1-/1+"/0ȉ
cities and beyond. Special playlists and recommendations
will be done by the partners to highlight local scenes and
emerging talent.

Mobile Application
"-),6&+$ 1%" -)1#,/*Ǿ Ɯ/01 #,/ 1%" 2/,-"+ */("1
and then worldwide, will require the implementation
of catalogues and applications adapted to each client,
with diverse contents based on the streaming platform
catalogue and technology. Hence, a mobile application
called “Disoriented Storeroom” is under development by
1D Lab and will soon be available. This application has
""+ 0-" &Ɯ ))6 !"0&$+"! #,/ &1&"0Ǿ 1,2/&0* +! 1/+0-,/1 ,*-+&"01,-/,*,1"0-" &Ɯ -) "0+!&!&+1%"
discovery of local culture.

User scenario:
Jean, who experienced the heyday of the Saint
Y1&"++"#,,1)) )2+!1%" ",ƛ/"6 2& %/!
stadium, takes his granddaughter Iris, a football fan, to watch England vs. Netherlands in
St Etienne for Euro 2016. In Chateaucreux train
station he receives an alert about the presence
of a capsule proposing a series of «friendly
*20& )11)"ȑ"14""+1%"14, ,2+1/&"0ǿǖǗ
tracks to discover the best of the English and
Dutch scene. As a bonus, he discovered Music
Inc., a British video game that allows you to
manage virtual bands. Iris is delighted that her
grandfather is discovering new music.

A Tool for the Professionals

User scenario:

Furthermore, our proposed digital platform will allow experts and professionals to share their daily knowledge and
experience, whilst acting as a facilitator for the exchange
of publications, studies and contents, lasting well beyond
the duration of the project.

Mario, a student living in Quebec, enjoyed new
European artists’ performances in Chambre
Blanche. Thanks to the partnership with the
Quebec Library he will then discover for free
new Norwegian music and video games though
a special page called “The Bergen Wave” on the
streaming platform.
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EVENTS
METHODOLOGY
23 LABS / 4 CONFERENCES
Future DiverCities will deliver a series of Labs and artistic
events throughout the project.
Labs will create an environment for experimenting, testing,
developing and creating by having an open framework for
artist collaboration. They will be developed and ‘curated’
before the artists are selected and invited.
The host artistic director will collect research material, local
collaborators and spaces for the artists to visit and explore
and then engage with the other partners in co-curation.

WHY CO-PRODUCTION AND CO-CURATION?
%"" ,+,*& "+"Ɯ10,# ,Ȓ-/,!2 1&,+/"+,3&,20
driver for collaboration, but not our main motivation.

Local artists will function as hosts for the international
artists in the project, providing the participating artist
with everything they might need and sharing their local
knowledge. They will also document the lab process and
record the artistic outcomes with the content saved and
uploaded to the evolving Future DiverCities database.
This ‘vault’ will contain artistic material, curatorial directions, methodology, research material and documentation
of creative production. It will be accessible to all partner
organisations and artists working in the project as a source
of information and inspiration for future labs.

We want to multiply the experiences and possibilities for
the artists and cultural workers by opening up all the partner organisations to them. Co-production and co-curation
will achieve this, whilst also multiplying the positive outcomes for the partners involved in Future DiverCities by
exchanging knowledge, sharing experiences and keeping
the conversation about content and methodology alive
and active throughout the life of the project and beyond.
We will build on best practices in planning, developing,
disseminating and documenting as we see this collaborative way of working and sharing of content as a sustainable
way of strengthening partner organisations, in comparison
to just making them bigger and/or more institutionalised.
The driver for co-curation is desire for the sharing of
knowledge and perspectives. If the art works produced in
the project are to be a truly European collaboration, then
the curation should be equally ambitious and aspirational.
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Curation will be made wide, ambitious and relevant by the
curator and by joining each others projects, co-curating
and questioning the artistic approach, the projects can
evolve, and the art professionals can develop. We strongly
believe that it is in the sharing that the new can grow and
develop.
,))" 1&3")64"/" ,**&11"!1, /"1&+$ 2)12/"0%&ƞ&+
terms of audience development, community engagement
and a sustainable economy for new and emerging creative
talent.

MOBILITY
Cross border mobility is intrinsic to our project. Through
our 24 co-created, co-curated and co-produced events and
conferences we will be bring together artists and professionals that will showcase their work to a wider international
audience as well as experience peer to peer exchange.
Future DiverCities aims to promote European cultural
diversity. By presenting artistic laboratories, each partner
city will illuminate their local artistic scene with a mix of
4"))(+,4+/1&010+!"*"/$&+$/1&010&+1%"Ɯ")!,#!&$&1)
arts, electronic music and street art. The goal is to aid the
discovery of new and emerging talented European artists,
therefore promoting their cross-border mobility.
The digital platform will further allow Future DiverCities
to facilitate transnational mobility as it will be available to
all partners and artists involved in the project as a reservoir
for the knowledge gathered throughout.
Future DiverCities will investigate the future role of artists
and creators as interface actors within four curatorial topics
+!1%/,2$%#,2/02 "00&3"-%0"0ǿ
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2016 / 2017 - FUTURE DIVERCITIZENS
%"#, 20,#1%"Ɯ/01-%0"&01,"5-"/&"+ "1%"!&ƛ"/"+1
and various creative sectors and realities within Europe.
We will observe existing infrastructures using, for example,
expert knowledge and curatorial approaches.
Citizen engagement will be an integral part of each phase.
,/(&+$4&1%2-"/ 1&+1%&0Ɯ/016"/" %-/1+"/4&))
look at how it currently engages with its citizens. They will
identify the areas of the community in which the partners
currently have the best relationship and where there are
challenges. They will agree on which areas they will focus
their works for the remaining of the project to achieve
growth in new audiences. We want to collect the personal
"5-"/&"+ "0Ǿ --/, %"0 +! !&ƛ"/"+1 ), ) ,+1"510 ,#
the project partners.
%&04&))"1%"Ɯ/0101$",#0%/&+$+!!"3"),-&+$,1%
knowledge and each other’s values. Highlighting the

2016/2017

Future DiverCitizens
I / quantified self /
consumer / client / visitor /
customer / spectator
SUPERACT

PUBLIC ART LAB

CITILAB

LA CHAMBRE BLANCHE

socio-cultural

intercultural

SECONDENATURE
BEK

1D LAB

digital

Experience
Future
DiverCities

LIEPAJA CITY
COUNCIL
creative economic

environmental

2016

/2017

Festival as a Living Platform
ANTIFESTIVAL

KONTEJNER
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Proposed Artist Productionǿ0"/&"0,# ,**&00&,+"!
/1 -/,'" 10 /,2+! Ɯ3" 1,-& 0ǿ 0, &,Ȓ 2)12/)Ǿ !&$&1)Ǿ
environmental, creative economy and intercultural. Each
-/1+"/-/,3&!"0,+"/1&01Ǿ ,+ "+1/1&+$,+,+",#1%"Ɯ3"
topics. Each artist’s work will be shown in each partner city.

2016/2017
5 LABORATORIES
20 INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS

Selection criteria: Selected artists will work in the framework of dialogical aesthetics, have multidisciplinary
approaches, be experienced in participatory, collaborative
processes and working with diverse communities.

!&ƛ"/"+ "0*,+$011%"-/1+"/04&)))),4201,$,,+1,
enable common understanding and an exchange of views.
,4!,"0 201,*"/,#01/"*&+$-)1#,/*!&ƛ"/#/,*
a visitor to an exhibition or a spectator of a festival? What
role does urban space play in a commercial, public or
,**2+&16 ,+1"51Ȅ 6 ,0"/3&+$ +! !&0 200&+$ !&ƛ"rent approaches we will lay the foundations for Future
DiverCities.
It is challenging to initiate adequate approaches towards
understanding the city in the context of cultural work,
4%& %&0,ƞ"+%&$%)6#/$*"+1"!ǽ +02 % ,+01"))1&,+Ǿ
&1&0 /2 &)1,Ɯ/01&!"+1&#61%"*&+-/,1$,+&010+!#, 20
on the main questions of interest, as well as to identify the
acute challenges in a period of research and experience.
Utilising, sharing and experiencing the expertise of Seconde Nature, BEK, ANTI, PAL and Kontejner, and under the
direction of Superact, Future DiverCitizens will provide a
framework for community participation and engagement,
through living platforms such as festivals and events,
enabling solutions in cultural activities to generate and
evolve by themselves.
Methodǿ5-"/&"+ &+$&3"/&1&"0

"4&))11/ 1/1&01)&("ǿ
ș Tarek Artoui (LB), because of his community art work
on a high artistic level within sound, music and the
presence of the body

Formatǿ "01&3)0+!"3"+100)&3&+$-)1#,/*0
What?
ș The Launch Event in Aix en Provence organized by
Seconde Nature
ș 2 Labs organised by Public Art Lab in Berlin
ș 1 Lab organised ANTI Festival in Finland
ș 1 Lab organised BEK in Norway
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ș Ane Hjort Guttu țȜ 4&1% Ɯ)* -/,!2 1&,+0 /&0&+$
political and social issues in an European contemporary
context.
ș Other artists that create complex and challenging art
productions in collaboration with communities, such
as Phil Collins (UK) and Marianne Heier (NO).
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2017 / 2018 - FUTURE DIVERSOCIETIES
The focus of the second phase of the project is to gather
the results and experiences of phase one. We will then
prototype and incubate new forms of creative societies.
Future DiverSocieties will develop a toolkit for how a ‘future
%,20",# ,)),/1&,+ȉ4&))4,/(Ǿ0!&ƛ"/"+1 2/1,/&)
approaches will be exchanged in local contexts, so that
mutual collaboration methods are generated, incubated
and implemented.
Prototyping labs will merge the experiences from the initial
phase into a collaborative ‘Do-it-Ourselves’ approach
and bring knowledge, skills and artistic practice into a
streamlined process.
Every lab will invite experts in particular topics with a
European dimension, with the goal of creating a Value
Chain and Networking Platform to deepen the discourse.
Information will be structured and synthesised on the
online Knowledge Platform where experiences become
visual.

2017/2018

Future DiverSocieties
us / prototype together /
we create /
do-it-ourselves
SUPER ACT

PUBLIC ART LAB

CITILAB

LA CHAMBRE BLANCHE

socio-cultural

intercultural

SECONDENATURE
BEK

1D LAB

digital

Prototyping
Future
DiverCities

LIEPAJA CITY
COUNCIL
creative economic

environmental

2017

/2018

Prototyping Labs
ANTIFESTIVAL

KONTEJNER
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Proposed Artist Productionǿ%"/"4&))"+,-"+ ))#,/
artists, who will then develop interdisciplinary art projects.

2017/2018
6 LABORATORIES

Selection criteriaǿ ")" 1"! /1&010 4&)) 4,/( &+ 1%" #/mework of dialogical aesthetics, have multidisciplinary
approaches, be experienced in participatory, collaborative
processes and working with diverse communities. The
curatorial group formed by the partners will select the
participating artists and experts.

30 INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS

Artists will be made aware that new audience development
is a key area of their engagement with the project. Alongside
the artistic laboratories, Superact will deliver workshops
specially designed for the artists. The skills learnt from the
workshops will enable them to communicate and engage
with the target communities as agreed by the partners in
phase 1. We envisage that these will focus on a variety of
/"0&+ )2!&+$ǿ

The project will attract artists like Other Spaces Collective
ț ȜǾ**)&+&3&+$"Ɲ"5țȜ+!)01%",/6țȜǽ
Internationalisationǿ 212/" &3"/, &"1&"0 4&)) " 1%"
Ɯ/0101"-1, ,++" 11%"2/,-"++"14,/(1,&+1"/+1&,+)
places and it will start with a lab in Chambre Blanche.

ș ,2+$-",-)"+!!2)104%,%3",ƛ"+!"!,//"1
/&0(,#,ƛ"+!&+$
ș Those living with health challenges across all age ranges
ș Migrant communities
Each Lab will focus on a single topic, either intercultural,
digital, socio-cultural, creative economy or environmental.
"4&))&+3&1"2-1,ǚ"5-"/10#/,*" %Ɯ")!1,!&3"/0&#6
the perspectives present at the lab. The practices will
be discussed in public formats and will invite citizens to
become engaged in the process at an early stage.
Methodǿ/,1,16-&+$&3"/&1&"0
Formatǿ/,1,16-&+$0
What?

La Chambre Blanche - Quebec (CA)

ș Lab organised by BEK in Norway

%" Ɯ/01 /1&01&  "+1"/ &+ 2"" Ǿ /"1"! &+ ǖǞǜǝǾ 
Chambre Blanche is dedicated to digital and visual arts.
Chambre Blanche is focused on practices used in new
technologies, in an international network for exchanges
+! /"0&!"+ &"0ǽ ,/" 0-" &Ɯ ))6Ǿ &1 &0 #, 20"! /,2+!
 /"Ɲ" 1&,+ ,# &+01))1&,+ +! 0&1"Ȓ0-" &Ɯ  -/ 1& "0Ǿ
4&1%&+ 1%/"" 3"+2"0ǿ !&00"*&+1&,+Ǿ -/,!2 1&,+ +!
documentation.
La Chambre Blanche promotes the visual and digital arts
and gathers a community of artists, makers, hackers and
people willing to work on the development of contemporary cultural issues.

ș Lab organised by Seconde Nature in France
ș Lab organised by ANTI Festival in Finland
ș Lab organised by Kontejner in Croatia
ș Lab organised by Chambre Blanche in Canada
ș Lab organised by Superact in England
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2018 / 2019 - FUTURE DIVERSTRUCTURES
In the third phase we will focus on scaling, testing and
promoting the idea of a ‘future house of collaboration’ in
a large context. By incubating and reinforcing our former
prototyped structure, we want to evolve and spread the
project whilst also establishing a collaborative production
process to enable new visible structures and forms.
The project combines a laboratory approach with digital
technologies to serve as connecting elements between the
curatorial and artistic approaches and as a way of further
engaging diverse communities across a wider platform,
both artistically and geographically.
The connecting elements, developed over the course of
the project, consist of ongoing exchange and the creation
of working methods at workshops and presentations,
as well as extracting and storing the exchange of new
knowledge as a valuable resource for ongoing evaluation.

2018/2019

Future DiverStructures
the others / unity /
incubating / scaling /
promoting / contextualising

SUPER ACT

PUBLIC ART LAB

CITILAB

LA CHAMBRE BLANCHE

socio-cultural

SECONDENATURE
BEK

intercultural

1D LAB

digital

I ncubating
Future
DiverStructures

LIEPAJA CITY
COUNCIL
creative economic

environmental

2018

/2019

Collaborative Productions
ANTIFESTIVAL

KONTEJNER
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2018/2019
8 LABORATORIES
40 INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS

Superact professionals will use what they have learnt in
1%"Ɯ/0114,6"/0+!01/"+$1%"+1%"&/!")&3"/6,#/1&01
engagement to be targeted at some of the hardest to reach
communities.
Methodǿ + 21&+$Future DiverCities
Formatǿ,)),/1&3"/,!2 1&,+)1#,/*0
What?
ș 2 Labs organised by BEK in Norway
ș Lab organised by ANTI Festival in Finland
ș Lab organised by CitiLab in Spain
ș Lab organised by Liepaja in Latvia
ș Lab organised by Seconde Nature in France
ș Lab organised by Kontejner in Croatia
ș Conference organised by Chambre Blanche in Canada
Proposed Artist Productionǿ %" #2/1%"/ !"3"),-*"+1
of projects which evolved through previous labs/events
in addition to an open call with a focus on citizens’ participation. We will also stage an international conference
to discuss, evaluate and promote results and experiences,
and to consider future approaches.
Selection criteriaǿ")" 1"! /1&010 4&)) 4,/( &+ 1%" #/mework of dialogical aesthetics, have multidisciplinary
approaches, be experienced in participatory, collaborative processes and working with diverse communities.
The curatorial group formed by the partners will select
the participating artists and experts.
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2019 / 2020 - FUTURE DIVERSYSTEMS
+1%"Ɯ+)01$"Ǿ2+!"/1%"!&/" 1&,+,#ǖǾFuture
DiverCities will set-up a new European ecosystem for
collaborative production processes. We will focus on
building infrastructures, new cooperation models and
a systematised platform for making knowledge widely
accessible.
Through the process of co-creation, by a range of experts
and in local contexts, and of co-curating cultural approaches, a symbiosis between the material (the city streets,
the buildings, the urban screens and media facades) and
the protagonists (curators, creatives artists, communities
and citizens) is initiated. Ideas, although evolving in
separate discussions, will become part of the exchange of
knowledge between individual project contributors.

Future DiverSystems
with the others /
building infrastructures /
new cooperation models /
networks / tool kit /
systemising knowledge /
professionalise

2019/2020

SUPER ACT

PUBLIC ART LAB

CITILAB

LA CHAMBRE BLANCHE

socio-cultural

intercultural

SECONDENATURE
BEK

1D LAB

digital

Sharing
Future
DiverCities

LIEPAJA CITY
COUNCIL
creative economic

environmental

2019

/2020

Living Ecosystems
ANTIFESTIVAL

KONTEJNER
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2019/2020
3 LABORATORIES
2 CONFERENCES

The main questions are “How is cultural work being
-"/ "&3"!&+!&ƛ"/"+1), ) ,+1"510ȄȋǾȊ ,4 +4")"/+
from each other?” and “How do we now develop a tool kit
for a future house of collaboration, built on sustainable
methods, which exceeds the life of the project and leads
to long term positive impacts on urban media research
in the context of community and social capital building”?
Methodǿ%/&+$Future DiverCities
Formatǿ&3&+$ ,0601"*0Ǿ/("1) "
What?
ș Lab and conference organised by Chambre Blanche
ș Lab organised by Seconde Nature
ș Lab organised by ANTI Festival
ș Final conference organised by PAL
Proposed Artist Productionǿ%,)" ,0601"*+!,,)
Kit discussed at the Market Place (international conferences
+!Ɯ+)!&00"*&+1&,+"3"+1Ȝǽ
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DESIGN THINKING
AND USER CENTERED CREATION
CITIZEN LIVING LAB - CITIZEN DRIVEN
CULTURAL INNOVATION
Future DiverCities aims to change the role of citizens
by connecting independent cultural creators and
promoting an innovative ecosystem at both a local and
European level.
The project also encourages those actors to become codesigners and co-creators, exploring new forms of civic
engagement in their practices. The idea is to change the
role of citizens, from being cultural customers to actively
participating in the collective cultural practice. This will
be done through cultural living laboratories that will give
citizens a voice and the ability to co-create.
Some of the partners have various methodological experiences in civic innovation and user-centered design and
therefore are in a very good position to transfer and adapt
their skills to the context and objectives of the project
Future DiverCities.
Future DiverCities will provide a toolkit to enable
co-creation environments, both among artists and
independent creators, and with its potential public.
%"-/,-,0"! ,Ȓ /"1&,+1,,)(&1!"Ɯ+"01%" ,Ȓ /"1&,+
ecosystem under the Quadruple Helix model. This involves
the government, citizens, the private sector and members
,#1%"/"0"/ %Ɯ")!0$"+10,#1%" 2)12/)&++,31&,+
ecosystem.
A key objective of Future DiverCities is to facilitate co-creation and participatory processes between artists and
citizens. Living labs will open a space for experimentation
that makes it possible to explore and develop new creative
solutions by contributing to changing the relation between
artistic and cultural agents and their publics.
These processes and methods will be lead by CitiLab.

#livinglab methods

#usercentreddesign
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#participatorydesign

#co-creation

TIMELINE OF ACTIVITIES
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Objectives

OBJECTIVES
ƛ" 1&3" ,**2+& 1&,+&0+&+1"$/)-/1,#Future DiverCities. In order to develop audiences, deliver community
engagement and create new economic models, it is vital
that we communicate through a coherent open dialogue
with a range of audiences, via numerous channels, on
!&ƛ"/"+1)"3")0ǽ
Public engagement is key to achieving new models of
,,-"/1&,++!1%"!&ƛ20&,+,#&+!"-"+!"+1 /"1&,+0ǽ
Our communication plan will develop a brand based on
citizen participation and crowd culture. Our communica1&,+,'" 1&3"0/"1,ǿ
ș Inform - we will extensively circulate and broadcast
information about the project to a wide audience
șMobilise - we will involve and engage public and professional audiences in the development and delivery of
our activities
șShare - we will regularly disseminate news of our progress
1,&+Ɲ2"+ "+!02--,/11%"1%&+(&+$,#,1%"/0
șEngage - we will create and encourage a strong community to support independent artists
șPromote - we will continuously and positively disseminate key messages and content that improves the visibility
of the work of the partner organisations and the EU Culture
Programme.
Key concepts:
ș Culture and arts are a catalyst for strengthening a common European identity.
ș Local, regional, national and international
cooperation through co-creation, aco-curation and co-production is a core value for
the future of art and creativity.
ș A multi-media platform creates opportunities
for wider cultural access and involvement.
ș The global need for a fair share of remuneration for actors in the cultural and creative
economies.
ș The urban context is a stimulating area for
creativity and human connections.
ș Europe is an innovative and stimulating area
for developing alternative economic models.

A dedicated Communications Group will be set up in
order to implement communications, from a local to an
international level. Under the direction of 1D LAB it will be
responsible to the partnership for the development and
delivery of a coherent communication plan. It will draw
on the skills, experience and resources of the partners,
alongside the professional capacity of 1D LAB, enabling
a collective overview of best practice, local impact and
global success and continuous development.
Superact, PAL and 1D Lab will devise and deliver training
in the early stages to enhance our collective communications. Training, support and guidance in both audience
engagement and collaborative dynamics will be a part of
1%" ,+1&+2,20-/,#"00&,+)!"3"),-*"+1,ƛ"/"!1," %
-/1+"/1,"+)"1%"*1,"ƛ" 1&3")6!")&3"/1%" ,**2nications strategy. This demonstrates how the project will
therefore contribute to the development of each partner’s
skills as an organisation.
The Future DiverCities brand and global image will focus
on creativity, innovation, and collaboration across Europe
and beyond and our communications plan will be built
/,2+!+2*"/,#("6")"*"+10ǿ 2/1&,+Ǿ1/$"1$/,2-0Ǿ
tools, media and channels.
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THE IMPORTANCE
OF CURATION
The online platform will be a central communication tool,
created at the outset and evolving organically.
ș Artistic content will be developed as part of our
creative process, with events, labs and conferences
providing a rich source of material that will grow with
1&*"+! /"1"+"42!&"+ "0#/""#/,*1%" ,+Ɯ+"0
of geographic boundaries.
ș Events will be live-streamed and recorded, to produce
01/ 11/&)"/0+!0%,/13&!",0#,/0%/&+$ƞ"/1%"
event.
ș Video and audio recordingǿ,+#"/"+ "0Ǿ0%,40+!
concerts will all be captured, translated and then
archived on the collaborative platform
ș A multilingual platformǿ1%"-)1#,/*4&))"3&))"
in English, French, Spanish and German, and could be
translated into other languages depending on demand.
"Ɲ" 1&+$,2/&*1,!"3"),-)1"/+1&3"01,$),)&0"!
commercial models, we will use the online platform as
a genuine alternative media channel rather than just to
host and communicate video content in the way that
mainstream major platforms such as YouTube and Dailymotion do. We will do this by using local curation networks and smart data mining algorithms which allows
cross-media editorialization.
Additionally we will create a comprehensive artistic database which will be widely accessible and available in a
true open source spirit.
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TARGET GROUPS
Future DiverCities will segment audiences to ensure spe&Ɯ 1/$"1"!*"00$"0/" %,21+!-/,*,1"!&),$2"
with the correct people and at an appropriate level. The
communication strategy aims to create an international
community of artists, professionals and organisations
with a shared interest in how art and creativity can inform
change in cities.
We will engage new, hard-to-reach audiences with a view
to increase their participation and attendance. The impact
of digital technologies to engage wider audiences will be
thoroughly tested. Using this research, we will develop
*"1%,!0#,/1/$"1&+$1%"0-" &Ɯ $/,2-0,21)&+"!"),4ǽ

Who are they?

%,4"-)+1,1/$"1+!4%6ǿ
ș Professionals - Creative professionals in the cultural
sector, in order to strengthen local, regional, national
and international networks.

ș Voluntary, community and social enterprise sector.
%/&1&"0Ǿ 0Ǿ+,1Ȓ#,/Ȓ-/,Ɯ1,/$+&01&,+0ǽ

ș Mass market - General public and consumers, in order
to support the economic goals of the project.
ș Local Communities - Marginalised groups who face
barriers to accessing art, in order to aid integration and
cohesion amongst members.

ș Culture, media and creative industry professionals.
Artists, managers, technicians and promoters.
ș Education sector. Schools and academic institutes.
ș Public bodies. Local, regional, national and EU politicians and key policy makers.
ș Commercial and private sector. Businesses, such as
shops, transport companies, cafes and restaurants.

ș Digital innovators. Those interested in digital creation
and the use of new technology for creating, disseminating and accessing content.

How will we target them?
ș Seminars. Professionals will attend seminars given by
other professionals to share ideas and start a two-way
dialog between professionals.
ș Artist performances. Professionals will attend performances given by artists. The artists will use this as a
platform to share their ideas and experiences.
ș Political lobbying throughout the European Network.
A potential supporter with respect to this is IMPALA, the
independent music companies association, who could
%")-201,&*-/,3",2/,4+),6&+$"ƛ& &"+ 6ǽ

Desired outcomes
ș Development of intellectual property. Through
1%"-/, "00,# %+$"4"4+11,&+Ɲ2"+ ",1%"/01,
contribute and/or adopt the policies.

PROFESSIONALS
Professionals are the core of the sustainability of Future
DiverCities projects because they are the direct actors
behind the future changes.

ș Attract artists to online platform. We want artists to
develop and share their content online with other arts
professionals.
ș Be relevant and contemporary. We want professionals
1,Ɯ1&++!")"1,4,/(1,1%"&/#2))-,1"+1&)&+1%"
current economy.
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ș Provide professionals with cultural digital tools. These
will contribute to the sustainability of their business
model.

MASS MARKET
The mass market is an important target group as they are
the main audience and will play a key part in the Business
Model, support the economic goals of the project and help
to strengthen the recognition of the artists.

media and the online platform to share them with the
general public.
ș Existing contacts. Each partner has pre-existing
contacts in the local media which will be used extensively throughout the project to target the mass market.

Desired outcomes
ș Increase awareness. By targeting the mass market we
aim to increase awareness of what we are doing in the
project, the artistic content and production and the
online platform.
ș Increase accessibility. Increase the accessibility
of art to the general public, both as consumers and
co-creators.
ș Create a community. A community of people who want
to know about the project and access its outcomes shall
be created. This will tie in perfectly with our extended
communication plan.
ș Generate and utilise feedback. Using feedback and
information gathered from the mass market we shall
improve the accessibility of the online platform and
other project deliverables.

Who are they?
ș The general public. They represent the mass market and
("6&+Ɲ2"+ "/0#,/,2/-/,!2 10ǽ%"6/"1%" ,+02mers of the artistic content that we create throughout
the programme of activities.

How will we target them?
ș Press and media, on a local, national and global scale.
/"00/")"0"00%))"0"+11,!&ƛ"/"+1#,/*0,#*"!&
to increase our reach to the general public.
ș Online platform. Everyone has access to the creative
and artistic content on the online platform
ș Artists’ activities. Members of the public will be able to
attend many of the events over the course of the project.
ș Social mediaǽ"4&))20"*+6!&ƛ"/"+1#,/*0,#0, &)
media to drive the general public to the online platform.
ș Short videos. We will create short videos and use social
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LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Marginalised groups who face barriers to accessing art
will be targeted in order to aid integration and cohesion
amongst members. This will change by country as there
/"*+6!&ƛ"/"+1/"0,+04%6$/,2-0+! ,**2+&1&"0
may not be participating in the arts. These marginal groups
/",ƞ"+2+!"//"-/"0"+1"!&+1%" ,**2+&16ǽ
,*",#1%"0-" &Ɯ $/,2-01%11%&0-/,'" 14&))1/$"1/"
Turkish and Arabic communities in Berlin, young people
and student communities in Aix en Provence and Refugees
in Kuopio, in cooperation with Multicultural Center Kompassi.
"4&))!"3"),-4&!"/+$",#3"/60-" &Ɯ 2!&"+ "0
using highly tailored methods.

Who are they?
ș Young people. %&)!/"+ ,ƞ"+ %3" !&ƛ& 2)16 $&+&+$
permission to access the arts.
ș Low / no income groupsǽ/10 +,ƞ"+0""*"5-"+0&3"
so low income groups aren’t participating. Members
of lower socioeconomic groups will often find art
irrelevant.
ș Minority and ethnic groups.%"/10 +,ƞ"+"+,1
relevant or appropriate.
ș Ill, old and disabled people. Can’t physically access
mainstream art and cultural provisions made not be
made as part of their care.

How will we target them?
ș Workshops. Superact are highly experienced in using artists to engage and to address the dialogical aesthetics
of a community. They will organise a series of relevant
workshops with the groups named above.
ș Improve ease of access. We shall create open and wide
access to the arts by using our online platform.
ș Develop audiences. "4&))!"3"),-0-" &Ɯ 2!&"+ "0
based on local needs by talking to local people. It is
these types of communities who aren’t accessing the
arts in the same way as the mass market target groups
due to the high barriers to access. Superact will help
break down these barriers through workshops and co
creation.

ș Local organisations. We will communicate on a regular
basis with local organisations, both in person and
through social media, to identify the groups.
ș , ) +! 0-" &Ɯ  *"!&. This is a more targeted
approach than the general communications strategy
for the mass market.

Desired outcomes
ș Education. We will target people who aren’t participating in the arts due to lack of funds and show them
that it is possible to get involved on a very low budget.
ș Discovery. We will help groups to discover new and
interesting art, supporting independent creators in the
process.
ș Community inclusion. Using the arts we shall bring
the community together. We will help to develop
interaction between the marginalised groups and the
general public.
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BRAND IDENTITY
AND MEDIA
PRESENCE
IDENTITY
Future DiverCities will develop a global brand and a
common logo through a crowd-sourced design approach
supported by partner communication professionals.
Our customers, participants, creatives and citizens will help
shape our identity, creating a sense of citizen empowerment and community ownership.
This brand identity will support our multi-channeled
,**2+& 1&,+0 1&3&163&1%"#,)),4&+$,21)"10ǿ
ș"0&1"ȡ,+)&+"-)1#,/*
ș"!& 1"!*,&)"--#,/0*/1-%,+"+!1)"1
ș"$2)/"Ȓ+"40)"11"/0
ș"$2)/), )Ǿ+1&,+)+!1/!"-/"00 ,+#"/"+ "0
ș&3"01/"*&+$1Future DiverCities events
ș, &)*"!& *-&$+0
ș"$2)/2!&,ȡ3&!",1/&)"/0
ș%/"!-2)& 1&,+0,+ ,Ȓ /"1&,+-/, "00"0Ǿ2!&"+ "
engagement and community building
ș2)& &16&++1&,+)ȡ&+1"/+1&,+)1/!"*$7&+"00"!
on the partnership seeking both free and paid advertising,
where appropriate

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION
$),)01/1"$64&))"!"Ɯ+"!1,&*-/,3"1%"3&0&&)&16
of the project, its partners and of the EU Creative Europe
-/,$/**"ǽ 14&))&*1,"+$$"!&ƛ"/"+12!&"+ "0+!
target groups by building a dynamic community.
Major events, such as our launch event in Aix en Provence,
14,&+1"/+1&,+)-/,#"00&,+) ,+#"/"+ "0+!,2/Ɯ+)
global dissemination event in Berlin, will naturally act as
-,!&2*0#,/"ƛ" 1&3")6-/,*,1&+$1%"-/,'" 1+!"+02/&+$
an ongoing international dialogue. Labs, festivals and
events from the work programme will also seek to attract
international press and media interest as part of the wider
Future DiverCities concept.

MEDIA PARTNERSHIP - PUBLIC RELATIONS
, /" % 1%" 1/$"1 $/,2-0 &!"+1&Ɯ"! 4" 4&)) )0, 2&)!
,++" 1&,+0 4&1% 0-" &Ɯ  *"!& -/1+"/0 02 % 0 &+1"/national media for the mass market (Radio France, Arte
Creative, Liberation, The Guardian, etc) but also specialised
media (Fact Mag, DIY mag, Tsugi, Vine, etc).
Future DiverCities will also be promoted nationally and
locally through existing relationships, networks, channels
and activities of the partners. In addition, it will be pro*,1"! 1%/,2$% 0-" &Ɯ   1&3&1&"0 #/,* " % -/1+"/ȉ0
Future DiverCities work plan.
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+!!&1&,+1,1%"0-" &Ɯ ), )+!+1&,+)"3"+10ǾFuture
DiverCities will be promoted nationally and internationally
1%/,2$%ǿ
ș%" ,**,+),$,+!!"0&$+&!"+1&16 1&+$0/+!ȡ
label of shared values of the project; this strong image
will be prominent on all publications, communications
and merchandising materials based on local creators’
proposals.
ș))-/1+"/0Ǿ&+ )2!&+$1%"0&)"+102--,/1+"14,/(Ǿ-/ticipant artists and associate community organisations,
will have access to the brand as a sign of belonging to the
Future DiverCities community. This will include access
to e-banners for websites, social media accounts, pop-up
banners for public spaces and venues and access to Future
DiverCities content for their own web and media outlets.

SOCIAL MEDIA #FUTUREDIVERCITIES
We will produce frequent and regular bite-size video and
audio content with the potential to be highly viral on social
media networks that are able to underline and promote
the Future DiverCities ethos. Digital technologies and
social media are fundamental tools in the communication
toolbox, as well as channels for artists to create contemporary net art.
+!!&1&,+Ǿ-/1+"/0" %%3"0&$+&Ɯ +1), )Ǿ+1&,+)
and international reach via their existing networks, contacts
and relationships. Engagement and support of artists will
be secured through partner networks and relationships in
order to support a multi-channel social media campaign.
The cumulative effect of combining these resources
4&)) .2& ()6 "+)" 20 1, /" %  0&$+&Ɯ +1 2!&"+ "
+! 201,*"/ 0" 4&1% *&+&*) Ɯ++ &) &+3"01*"+1Ǿ
"+)&+$ 04&ƞ +! "ƛ" 1&3" 3&/) */("1&+$ 3& 0, &)
media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter
and Vine for the mass audience and Twitter and Linkedin
for professionals.
Each partner’s activity will seek to engage local press and
media, utilising human interest stories, as part of a global
communication plan.
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THE
MANAGEMENT
Future DiverCities came about as part of a collaborative
development process between the organisations that
now make up the partnership.
All partners of the project have known each other for
several years and have already worked together on previous projects. For instance, Seconde Nature, Kontejner
and Chambre Blanche have worked on artistic projects,
while Superact and 1D Lab have worked in cooperation
with Les Rencontres Transmusicales de Rennes.
The management model will similarly be established in
a collaborative manner in order to share the expertise of
each organisations.

LEAD PARTNER
Superact is the lead partner due to their skills and experience in delivering and managing other EU funded
projects. They will be responsible for the overall operatio+)+!Ɯ++ &)!")&3"/6,#1%"-/,'" 1+!#,/*&+1&ning the relationship with the EU Culture Team.
Examples of their previous European projects include
IC Music and ACDC. IC Music was a three year project
which created long lasting sustainable cross-border
relationships amongst 8 venues and their nominated
musicians from England, Belgium and France. ACDC, or
Ȋ/10Ǿ/ƞ0+!&$+&16&+/"ȋǾ%")-"!0, &))6&0,)1"!
people enhance both their participation in and contribution to society, through creative engagement.

In addition to Superact’s global coordination, Strategic
/,2-04&))"+02/""ƛ" 1&3"!")&3"/6,#,2/4,/(-)+ǿ
ș,**2+& 1&,++!  /,2-0)"!6ǖ
ș"0"/ %+!3)21&,+ /,2-)"!62)& /1
ș,**2+&16+$$"*"+1 /,2-)"!62-"/ 1
ș/1&01& "3"),-*"+1 /,2-)"!6" ,+!"12/"
ș 2!&"+ " "3"),-*"+1 /,2- )"! 6  Ǿ Ǿ +!
Kontejner (by rotation)
The Future DiverCities project coordinator is a shared
resource. Under the direct supervision of Superact, the
project coordinator will work extensively with, and for, all
partners. They will focus on working in support of creative
residencies, labs, conferences and other events and will
be the connecting point for the construction of the digital
platform between all partners.
2-"/ 1"*-),60!"!& 1"!Ɯ++ "*+$"/4%,4&))
undertake the project accounting and reporting procedures in accordance with the EU, whilst being available to
visit the partners if needed.

OTHER PARTNERS
Partners will be responsible for local activities, engaging
the necessary artists, organisations and resources in line
with agreed budgets.
However, as the ethos of the project is very much about
cooperation, co-production, co-curation and co-creation,
each partner also has a responsibility to work in a collaborative way with other partners.
The project leader and the partners will collectively agree
on the overall marketing and communication plan, with
each taking responsibility for delivery of the global plan
at a local level.
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Communication

1D

PROJECT MEETINGS
At the project meetings the partners will discuss the
progression of the project, ensuring that the project development and budgeting are progressing as planned.
These meetings will also give the partners an opportunity
to discuss any new ideas or thoughts, and to ensure the
continuity of the project.
All partners will participate in nine full face-to-face meetings and regular skype-conference calls and ongoing
dialogue during the life of the project.
The nine project meetings that will take place within the
four year project include an opening meeting in Bristol,
seven meetings that are linked with activities and a ‘future’ meeting in Berlin.
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RESEARCH
& EVALUATION
Experts within the network will enable a process-oriented dialogue between universities and
the partners throughout the whole project and,
under the direction of Public art lab, establish
an ongoing and productive relationship with
an appropriate and relevant research institute.
%" Ɯ+) -%0" ,# Future DiverCities will be an
evaluation of the extensive research that was
undertaken throughout the preceding phases.
Future DiverCities will have a very clear evaluation strategy.
%&0"3)21&,+4&)) ,+0&010,#1%/""*&+#, 20"0ǿ
ș How we widen our audience by reaching new target
groups.
ș Data analysis of the audience’s usage of digital tools.
ș An economic study at the end of the program to work
out the value generated by the project and any potential
applications.

The research programme will investigate how to turn
passive passers-by into responsive and active public au!&"+ "+!!!/"0002 %.2"01&,+00ǿ%1/"02 "00ful ways of communication and distribution of public art
projects across neighbourhoods in a city, and across various cities of the international network?
It will include interviews with curators, creators, artists,
&1&7"+0+!2!&"+ "0ǽ%"/"4&)))0,"0&$+&Ɯ +1-/ticipatory workshops involving artists and citizens and
close observation of the connecting cities events.
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Kaunas University of Technology

DISSEMINATION

The network will contract Kaunas University of Technology to undertake a qualitative evaluation of the Future
DiverCities program.

Each lab will be documented by journalists and have video reports produced about it. These videos and articles
will be distributed through the digital platform open to all
creative actors and throughout the participating organisations and artists’ own networks and websites.
%" /"02)10 ,# 1%" Ɯ+) "3)21&,+ +! Ɯ+)  !"*6
will be made available in an online publication and
throughout the online digital collaborative platform. The
toolkit will be available for audience and community development, public policy development, local and national strategic planning, commercial development and the
development of urban spaces.

The Faculty of Social Sciences, Arts and Humanities in
KTU is committed to the development of creative personalities, local and global citizens, humanistic in spirit and
technological in practice.
Dario Martinelli, professional researcher and PHD evaluator, will follow all phases of the project as an observing
eye, investigating its impact from a number of perspectives; artistic and creative development, audience and
community development and economic development.
The evaluation contract with Kaunas University will be
managed by Public Art Lab on behalf of the Future DiverCities network.
Best practices / European Toolkit for Future DiverCities
Local research and evaluation elements during each
phase will feed into the global research project and will
inform the development of a common and shared tool kit
and the creation of a new ecosystem.
Each phase will be evaluated under the mentioned criteria above and its special topics; socio-cultural, intercultural, environment and public space, digital and technology
and creative economy, with the aim to develop best practice recommendations for the Future DiverCities toolkit.
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 &+))6 4" 4&)) -12/" )) ,# ,2/ Ɯ+!&+$0 +! +)60"0
and create an online resource to share our experiences
+!(+,4)"!$"+!%")-&+Ɲ2"+ "+!0%-"#212/""01
-/ 1& "Ǿ 2)*&+1&+$ &+  Ɯ+) &+1"/+1&,+) !&00"*&+tion conference to further enrich Future DiverCities dia),$2"+!&+Ɲ2"+ "#212/"1%&+(&+$ǽ

The structure of the project
A sustainable future

A SUSTAINABLE
FUTURE
A SUSTAINABLE ECOSYSTEM
Based on the new business model described page 25 & 26,
Future DiverCities will create new, fairer, incomes for
European producers and artists by creating connections
with “third parties”.
Within the Future DiverCities project, all partners will
also create connections with sponsorship and institutional partners in order to ensure the sustainability of the
project beyond the support of the European Commission.

AN OPEN NETWORK
Within the duration of the project, Future DiverCities aims to mobilise other partners, from Europe and
beyond, and European networks, such as Impala, Live
DMA and We are Europe.
The links created with these future partners and networks
will ensure new content for the streaming platform,
knowledge for professionals and the growth of the audience.

“The future depends
on what you do
today”
Mahatma Gandhi

A SUSTAINABLE EUROPEAN HUB
The results of Future DiverCities will reshape entire swathes of the EU cultural landscape by spreading innovative
ways to engage and develop new and existing audiences.
It will do this by placing citizens at the very heart of the
creative processes, helping to build stronger communities and by creating a new economic model to support
emerging and independent creative and artistic talents.
"4&)))0,&+Ɲ2"+ "1%"20",#-2)& 0- "Ǿ02--,/1&+$
urban communities to consider their neighbourhoods
as hubs of creativity and exchange thanks to digital and
technological solutions.
In addition we will increase the visibility of European
cultural identity among a new generation of creators and
consumers of art.
In short, Future DiverCities will create a new ecosystem
for a sustainable creative economy built on an ethos of
,Ȓ /"1&,+Ǿ ,Ȓ-/,!2 1&,++! ,ȒƜ++ &+$ǽ
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CONTINUATION OF
THE WORK PROGRAM
Activity
(brief description)

From

To

Country and location

Name of the
responsible
partner involved
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Audience engagement

13/05/2019

18/03/2019

Zagreb - Croatia

Superact

52

Lab & Conference

10/06/2015

15/06/2015

Quebec - Canada

Seconde Nature
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Audience Engagement

10/06/2015

15/06/2015

Quebec - Canada

Superact
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Lab

01/07/2019

07/07/2019

Aix en Provence - France Seconde Nature
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Audience Engagement

01/07/2019

07/07/2019

Aix en Provence - France Superact
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Lab

02/09/2019

07/09/2019

Kuopio - Finland

ANTI
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Audience Engagement

02/09/2019

07/09/2019

Kuopio - FInland

Superact

58

Partner Meeting Meeting n°8

09/10/2019

11/09/2019

Bergen - Norway

Bek
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Partner Meeting n°9

08/04/2020

10/04/2020

Berlin - Germany

Public Art Lab

60

Final dissemination Conference 08/04/2020

10/04/2020

Berlin - Germany

Public Art Lab

Networked Scenarios 2016-2019 01/06/2016

31/05/2020
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55

2016 - Aix en Provence France
Public Art Lab
2017 - Zagreb - Croatia
2018 Kuopio - Finland
2019 Berlin - Germany
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